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Empowering Communities with Design-thinking
frog’s fieldwork in Africa with the Nike Foundation revealed the need for a universal framework that empowers communities of all shapes and sizes to find and design their own solutions to any problem, any time.
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“Foundations and NGOs that we’ve talked to have been excited about using the CAT because they don’t have accessible tools like this that they can adapt, provide to their communities, and say ‘Take this and run with it.’”

David Sherwin, Principal Designer on the CAT team
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1Easy to Understand





With simple vocabulary and concrete insights into how to build a team, carry out research, and develop solutions, the CAT distills design-thinking down to essential building blocks. The result is a stand-alone resource designed to lead anyone, anywhere through the problem-solving process, to any problem, any time.













2Dynamic Problem Solving





Rather than providing a step-by-step list, the CAT reflects the dynamic nature of problem-solving with a 72-page non-linear booklet of activities, each of which ends with a return to the project’s core focus: helping users maintain clear goals and make change happen.













3Design + Training In Myanmar






To support the rebuilding of a democratic Myanmar, frog worked with pointB, a locally-based design-thinking center for community engagement. The team developed a 6-month CAT-based curriculum that fosters the development of a new generation of leaders equipped to tackle their communities’ social issues.


















From Malawi to Milwaukee, the Collective Action Toolkit has empowered change agents of every age and ethnicity, with over 30,000 downloads in English, French, Spanish, and Chinese since its launch in 2012. The CAT is open-source, allowing for adaptation and use by anyone, in any country, via a Creative Commons license.
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frog, part of Capgemini Invent is a global design and innovation firm. We transform businesses at scale by creating systems of brand, product and service that deliver a distinctly better experience. We strive to touch hearts and move markets. Our passion is to transform ideas into realities. We partner with clients to anticipate the future, evolve organizations and advance the human experience.
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Read more by this author→








Partner with frog





Featured at frog
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Banking on Invisibility
Find out where the next wave of innovation in financial services will come from.
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Connected World
Create products and services that connect people, planet and progress.
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Design Mind frogcast
Ep.36 - Reimagining Banking for Tomorrow
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Partner with frog
Make bolder choices. Form stronger teams. Build better products.

Contact us


Our Studios
BangaloreBarcelonaDelhiLondon
LyonMadridMalmöMexico City

MilanMunichNew YorkParis
San FranciscoToulouseInnovation TeamView all



Careers
Do your best work among a caring community of diverse talents.
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